**Column: We need fewer games**

Dusty Hallman

@MCOLLEEN1996

If you go on your PS4 or Xbox One right now, you are able to buy everything from “Call of Duty” to a theater-style platformer and even a game with a motorcycle that looks like some kind of polka dot, a game that isn’t too shabby for its own good.

The next episode of “Coles Was Right,” former IGN writer Colin Morway’s new series in “Kinda Funny,” Colin lays out his thoughts about this issue. In the video, Colin says that he believes the gaming marketplaces are growing more and more crowded with games that are clearly not worth anyone’s time, and the lack of quality control is going to make it increasingly more difficult for good games to be found. I tend to agree.

You don’t have to be familiar with console and PC gaming to see evidence of this problem—all you have to do is look at your smartphone. The iPhone App Store and Google Play are both filled with thousands upon thousands of games, many of which are literally duplicates of other games and many others that are just absolutely terrible. The same type of situation is becoming a reality on Steam, casually expended thought. Not like the “Funhaus,” an internet comedy group, can actually build a video series when they use a wheel and randomly select a bad Steam game to play for comedic effect. And, if you are on a consistent basis, you know the platform has become massive.

This is an area where console gaming has historically had a public good, a user-driven approach. PlayStation, Xbox and Nintendo have always had significantly smaller marketplaces as opposed to console marketplaces, but you could generally assume that any games on the platform was at least up to a certain bare minimum of quality. Some games might be better than others, but it was rare to find a game that was not a little bit better than what you wondered who it could possibly be made for.

**Holocaust Remembered** honors stories of SC survivors, liberators

Mary Ramsey

Mary Ramsey/UPAY

“The lesson of the Holocaust is remembered.”

In the midst of nationwide soul-searching over refugee policy, McKissick Museum and the Columbia Holocaust Education Community are looking for ways to remember the importance of solidarity in the face of discrimination.

The list of survivors and liberators included in the exhibit is no longer a complete list. If you or someone you know is a survivor or liberator from South Carolina or the United States, please contact the exhibits coordinator Lyssa Harvey at lyssa.harvey@usc.edu or 803-777-2593.

“Holocaust Remembered,” a traveling exhibit created by the Jewish Community Center, South Carolina State Museum, Columbia Holocaust Education and Prevention Center and South Carolina Statehouse, “There’s a large presence of US, tolerance on our campus.”

The exhibit concluded with the infamous words of Martin Niemöller’s “First they came…”

We tried all these different things to see what would work, and I’ve looked every single time it’s not a solution to find the solution,” said Kenneth Feld, chairman and CEO of Feld Entertainment, the producers of Ringling Bros.

Feld noted that the show had already been shut down several times in the past, and the last time was in 2017. He also said that the show was facing financial difficulties, and that the circus was looking for ways to reduce costs, which included eliminating elephants from the show. The show will be熄 in 2017 after 146 years of operation, and it is not clear what will happen to the show’s assets. It is also possible that the show could be picked up by another company in the future.

The show was originally founded by Ringling Brothers and Barnum and Bailey Circus in 1905, and it has been a major attraction ever since. It is known for its elaborate productions and its use of animals, including elephants, lions, tigers, and other exotic species.

In recent years, the circus has faced criticism from animal rights groups, who argue that the use of animals in circuses is cruel and inhumane. Feld has said that the show will continue to use animals, but that they will be treated humanely and that the focus will be on the show’s other elements, such as its acrobatic acts and its use of special effects. He also said that the show will continue to evolve and change in order to remain relevant.

The show’s final curtain call is scheduled for May 1 at the Colonial Life Arena in Columbia. The show will be performed in 35 cities in the United States before it concludes.

**Proposed laws to tighten moped drivers’ rules**

Sally Franceschini

A bill that would tighten and more clearly define guidelines for mopeds is heading to the S.C. House after the proposal was passed in the state Senate on Thursday. The bill includes having moped drivers register with the Department of Motor Vehicles, follow the same traffic rules as other vehicles and wear a helmet if under 21 and raises the minimum engine size (50 cc or less is the cut-off) to combat this rising increase.

The proposal comes as a response to a 57 percent increase in moped accident deaths in S.C. in 2010. The state reported that bill sponsor Greg Hembree said the bill is meant to combat this rising increase.

Proponents of the bill recognize the problem that moped drivers cannot be ticketed with driving while intoxicated. While the only difference between mopeds and motorcycles is the engine size (50 cc or less is the cut-off), current regulations are drastically different.

“You can be on a moped drinking beer, waving your beer at the highway patrolman, and he can’t write you a ticket,” said Sen. Larry Grooms, chair of the Senate Transportation Committee. “We want to fix that.”

Founder and CEO of Zapp Scooters Frank Scarcia, whose company is popular with USC students, expressed his support for the bill after witnessing first-hand the flawed in the current system.
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The media should be embarrassed and humiliated and keep its mouth shut and just listen for a while.”
— Stephen Bannon, chief White House strategist

“A state of shock, very confused, upset obviously and just anxious to see how I can resolve this situation and get back to my life.”
— Clemson graduate Nazanin Zinouri, who was unable to return to the U.S. after President Donald Trump’s executive order to suspend immigration from countries with terrorism

Baseball is my priority for this semester and wherever the football things can figure themselves out in, they’re going to be there.”
— Brandon McIlwain
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**Support free press to combat lies**

**Alyssa Broer**

Let’s get one thing straight: Donald Trump’s hostility towards the media is not normal.

A few moments of Jan. 10, CNN published an article on the existence of a compromising document on the president-elect but did not communicate on its contents, as the claims were unverified. The next day, on Jan. 11, Jim Acosta did not go into Donald Trump’s office, as months with the Trump administration would substantially qualify any of his questions. However, CNN decided to use CNN as a platform for all newsworthy events and his message was to report on political controversy surrounding the president, or you, which isn’t something apart on national news.

The fragile state and a topic that extends beyond party alliances. Each election season has an attack on the freedom of speech; how can we remain a true free speech country? We must be able to report on reporting without fear of punishment or condemnation. However, in this past election season, Trump has shut down the previous president, he still has no fear of punishment or condemnation. This goes beyond biology and affects the safety of all women. This march was not entirely centered on the color of skin, woman-writer-activist-excluded. Many did not end up participating.

The right to “open access to information” was ignored by the organizers of the march itself: pro-life women. We have the right to “open access to information” in this administration; any act of solidarity is a good fight, many of the 많은 디렉트 리미티가 있는 것들을 둘러싸고 있는 여성, who need just as much representation and protection as cis women. A uterus does not define womanhood be heard. And affects the safety of all women, not just the ownership of a vagina. This goes beyond biology and affects the safety of all women. This march was not entirely centered on the color of skin, woman-writer-activist-excluded. Many did not end up participating.
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University of South Carolina Student Life
FREE to students, faculty, & staff with valid Carolina Card. For more information or assistance, visit cp.sc.edu or call (803) 777-3950.
These events are subject to change. Paid for by campus activity fees.

OPEN MIC NIGHT
spring 2017 dates:
jan 31st
feb 28th
mar 28th

7-9 pm
come to
Russell House
2nd Floor
private dining room
to showcase
your talents!

JUST WALK UP TO THE MIC!
or contact beforehand
event coordinator pete mcmanus > saspecpr@mailbox.sc.edu

Carolina Productions
University of South Carolina Student Life

FREE to students, faculty, & staff with valid Carolina Card. For more information or assistance, visit cp.sc.edu or call (803) 777-3950.
These events are subject to change. Paid for by campus activity fees.
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BUY 1, GET 1
50% OFF
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The Russell House, 1400 Greene Street, Columbia, SC 29208 • (803) 777-4160
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CELEBRATE THE NEW YEAR WITH CAROLINA DINING!

MONDAY, JANUARY 30TH: 11 AM - 1 PM
Lunar New Year Menu at Bates Diner

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31ST: 5 PM - 8 PM
Lunar New Year Menu at GMP
- Featuring Carolina Dining’s own Laura Yin! -

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST: 11 AM - 1 PM
Lunar New Year Menu at Gibbes Court Bistro

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1ST: 5 PM - 8 PM
Hibachi Swipe+ at Bates Diner

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2ND: 5 PM - 8 PM
Lunar New Year Menu at Honeycomb Cafe
Summer Camp Counselor

We are currently seeking a Summer Camp Counselor. The candidate must be available to work from June 26 - July 7. For a complete description of the increased responsibilities, please contact Karen W. White, Director of Auxiliary Programs. For more information, e-mail Karen at KarenWWhite@comcast.net.

Requirements:
1. Be a young adult, 18 and over.
2. Be able to work through the entire session.
3. Be able to work as a team with others in a creative environment.

Play-related sports camp needs help in training counselors to teach at all levels. Water & adventure sports camp seeks help from June 25 - July 7. Salaries: $250/week + room & board. To apply visit www.compassioke.com

Travel

DYNAMO SPRING BREAK '18 $199 for 5-Days. All prices include Round-trip, party cruise. Accommodations on the island of your choice if necessary. Applicable Travel. www.Bahama2017.com 850-807-8017

Counselor

For solutions to today's puzzle, go to dailycagecock.com or download our app!
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Edited by Wayne Roberts; Williams
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For solutions to today's puzzle, go to dailycagecock.com or download our app!

Sudoko

By The Mephem Group

Aries
Peace and quiet soothe your spirit. Productivity benefits behind closed doors. An idea needs to be held to the facts, no excuses. Romance blossoms through communication.

Taurus
Friends are especially helpful. Set goals high, and ask for support. More is possible now. Don't be intimidated. Act in your own dreams. Practice makes perfect.

Gemini
A work challenge takes focus. Tackle charge to grab an opportunity. Team up with a genius to reach your goals. Focus on the job at hand. Not all is new.

Cancer
Travel to discover a locale you've been studying. Choose your path carefully. Be careful and thorough in your business, and aim for excellence. It's a good time to sell.

Leo
Discuss numbers with your partner. Keep accounts and books current. Share your concerns and support of their goals. Someone's saying nice things about you.

Virgo
You don't have to do everything by yourself — delegate! Find tasks that you can give away. Make and receive promises. Schedule telephone calls and strengthen infrastructure.

Libra
You can accomplish great things. The previously impossible looks easy. Fallibility promises you're made with attention to detail. Your success is within reach. Nurture your health and happiness.

Scorpio
You have a sense of worth in your power. Draw upon strength from your dreams. Share your dreams with your partner. Nurture your spirit. Productivity blossoms through behind closed doors

Sagittarius
Domestic comforts enter. Putter in the garden. Cook up something scrumptious. Inspiration hits when you least expect it. Follow a hunch. You can realize your dreams, stick to the plans you've made, and receive promises. This idea could really take flight.

Aquarius
Write down your dreams, stick to the plan in your team. Provide a spiritual component. The candidate must be available to work from June 26 - July 7. Salaries: $250/week + room & board. To apply visit www.compassioke.com

Pisces
Explore options and choose. Go for what you want. Consider the consequences before choosing. All is not in view. Adapt as you go.
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McIlwain embraces new role

The QB will prioritize baseball this spring

Brandon McIlwain's third semester of college, look to win a starting job in South Carolina's outfield. That's it. For the 6-foot-1, 200-pound southpaw arriving on campus, he will really be able to prioritize one thing: working with the baseball team full time.

"It's definitely nice to be able to focus on baseball," McIlwain said before South Carolina's first spring scrimmage Jan. 27. There was one other extra bonus. The team has the South Carolina's coaching staff not for him a little more competitive while still trying to carve out time to get into the lineup.

Brandon McIlwain's third semester of college means: look to win a starting job in South Carolina's outfield. That's it. For the 6-foot-1, 200-pound southpaw arriving on campus, he will really be able to prioritize one thing: working with the baseball team full time.

"It's definitely nice to be able to focus on baseball," McIlwain said before South Carolina's first spring scrimmage Jan. 27. There was one other extra bonus. The team has the South Carolina's coaching staff not for him a little more competitive while still trying to carve out time to get into the lineup.

Brandon McIlwain's third semester of college means: look to win a starting job in South Carolina's outfield. That's it. For the 6-foot-1, 200-pound southpaw arriving on campus, he will really be able to prioritize one thing: working with the baseball team full time. McIlwain said that from his late start and innings lost due to the first spring, not benefitting from the full workload like other freshmen on the team. He appeared in just eight games, collecting one hit in 19 as-bases while striking out four times. As the season progressed, his responsibilities began to shift to the gridiron, limiting his potential to make an impact on the baseball field.

"He seems like a kid," Hollbrook said. "He's smiling — he's having fun. I might throw too much on him last year, with all that was going on and all the expectations that were on him in his junior year."

Despite his limited playing time in 2016, McIlwain's ceiling remains tantalizingly high on the diamond. He was ranked as the No. 10 overall prospect in the country by Baseball America in high school. He has since benefited from a year of cross-training with both team's conditioning programs.

"Physically and mentally, I am completely changed. I am much better than I was in high school," McIlwain said. "I am a lot stronger, faster — more explosive, and also I have learned the game a lot better."

"He's looked good in January and I think he's been one of our bright spots in workouts," Hollbrook said. "He's hitting the ball out of the park, he is hitting it with authority.

McIlwain will face a daunting task in breaking into the starting lineup. "The holes in the outfield from the departures of Gamecock sophomores Danny Blair and CJ Williams could be a key point at the start in left field after rotating between, among others, T.J. Hopkins and first base in the past. Freshman Carlos Restrepo, who committed to his second spring scrimmage game, could also challenge for the outfield spot."

McIlwain will continue to compete for a starting job but is currently seemingly having locked down the starting quarterback job for next fall.

"I've always wanted to play both sports and that's what I'm going to do," McIlwain said. "As long as I can do both, I am going to do both, and whenever one plays itself out, that's the decision." McIlwain didn't appear in the first scrimmage win on Friday, dealing with a minor injury in another spring season debut the following day. McIlwain said he will catch up to a certain degree, but for the first time in his collegiate career, he will have the opportunity to just be a ballplayer — just to be a kid.

"I know some of the players probably don't know exactly the impact that she had on the game, but the reason why they are able to play more limited coaching position."

South Carolina excels against 3-pointers

Duane Notice defends Louisiana Tech guard Derric Jean.

@ROB_BALBON1

Bobby Babcock
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